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Alpha Prefix Importance; Most members with coverage through a Blue Cross Blue Shield Plan are assigned a three
letter alpha prefix as a part of their unique. Regence alpha prefix reference list Western WA providers submit claims
to Regence Blue Shield. Eastern WA and Alaska providers submit to Premera. Identifying BlueCard members.
implemented system changes to limit the prefix to a three-character alpha-only prefix, the claim to your local
Regence plan. BlueCard® Resources. Tools and information Plan prefix list. Unsure where to submit your claims?.
Reference manuals BlueCard Program Provider Manual. Regence alpha prefix reference list Regence alpha prefix
reference list . https://www.premera.com/documents/020469.pdf BCNEPA Plan and. My payer directory blue cross
prefix list. (Escalation Contact List & Alpha Prefix Reference List)... Unassigned Prefix. ZHL, Regence Blue Cross
Blue Shield of. Feb 3, 2015 . SBJ, Regence BCBS of Washington. SBK, Carefirst Administrators. SBL, Anthem.
SBM, Wellmark BCBS. SBN, Carefirst Administrators. SBO, BCBS of Florida. SBP, BCBS of Illinois. SBQ, BCBS
of Illinois. SBR, Highmark BCBS. SBS, BCBS of Georgia. SBU, Unassigned Prefix. SBV, Anthem Blue Cross of .
Feb 1, 2015 . BCBS Prefix List. A few things to note about this list: There are hundreds of prefixes on this list that
are no longer assigned to a plan but were in the past. I've left those on the site for now. They're labeled “unassigned”
where the plan name should be. If you think leaving them on the list adds clutter let me . Western WA providers
submit to Regence Blue Shield. • Prefix not listed ( BlueCard Host prefix) o. Western/Eastern WA and AK providers
submit to Premera. (Clark County providers submit to Regence). An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross Blue
Shield Association. 020469 (03-2018). Prefix BCBS Plan. Prefix BCBS . Feb 3, 2015 . Prefix, Plan Name, Provider
Service Phone, Plan Type. XAA, BCBS of Alabama. XAB, BCBS of Alabama. XAC, BCBS of Alabama. XAD,
BCBS of Alabama. XAE, BCBS of Alabama. XAF, BCBS of Alabama. XAG, BCBS of Alabama. XAH, Unassigned
Prefix. XAI, BCBS of Alabama. XAJ, BCBS of Alabama. Blue Cross Prefix List – Verified. Below are the
BC/BS/Anthem prefixes we've verified by calling the 800 number. (If you can't find what you're looking for, try the
non-verified list of prefixes.) AAU California ADE Illinois. . MYO Ohio MYY Maryland (Carefirst) MZJ Massachusetts
NAS Oregon (Regence Group) [Thanks Veda!] BlueCard is a national program that enables members of one Blue
Plan to obtain health care service benefits while traveling or living in another Blue Plan's service area. The program
links participating health care providers with the independent Blue Plans across the country and in more than 200 countries and territories . The
main identifiers of BlueCard eligible members are a prefix and a suitcase logo. A correct member number includes prefix and all subsequent
characters, up to 17 positions total. Others may be fewer than 17 positions. The prefix on member ID cards is generally three characters and can
be alpha or numeric. Feb 18, 2011 . Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Illinois (BCBSIL) is the new administrator for all Boeing employees nationwide,
replacing Regence Blue Shield of Washington. Please remember. The new ID cards for Boeing Company employees will contain one of the
following four new alpha prefixes: BHP; BCU; BYR . Sep 1, 2017 . We are pleased to announce that we have chosen Prime Therapeutics. (Prime)
to be our pharmacy benefits manager (PBM) beginning. January 1, 2018. Prime will administer our pharmacy benefits, provide customer service
and manage an extensive retail network. Home delivery and specialty pharmacy . https://www.premera.com/documents/020469.pdf BCNEPA Plan
and Alpha Prefix Guide Below you will find a list of the 2015 BCNEPA plans with the corresponding Highmark. Introduction. Please note that most
of these Brand Names are registered Trade Marks, Company Names or otherwise controlled and their inclusion in this index is. Stockingtease, The
Hunsyellow Pages, Kmart, Msn, Microsoft, Noaa, Diet, Realtor, Motherless.com, Lobby.com, Hot, TEENscorner.com, Pof, Kelly Jeep. A Google
ingyenes szolgáltatása azonnal lefordítja a szavakat, kifejezéseket és weboldalakat a magyar és 100 további nyelv kombinációjában. Alpha Prefix
Importance; Most members with coverage through a Blue Cross Blue Shield Plan are assigned a three letter alpha prefix as a part of their unique.
Identifying BlueCard members. implemented system changes to limit the prefix to a three-character alpha-only prefix, the claim to your local
Regence plan. Regence alpha prefix reference list Western WA providers submit claims to Regence Blue Shield. Eastern WA and Alaska providers
submit to Premera. Regence alpha prefix reference list Regence alpha prefix reference list . https://www.premera.com/documents/020469.pdf
BCNEPA Plan and. BlueCard® Resources. Tools and information Plan prefix list. Unsure where to submit your claims?. Reference manuals
BlueCard Program Provider Manual. My payer directory blue cross prefix list. (Escalation Contact List & Alpha Prefix Reference List)... Unassigned
Prefix. ZHL, Regence Blue Cross Blue Shield of. Blue Cross Prefix List – Verified. Below are the BC/BS/Anthem prefixes we've verified by calling
the 800 number. (If you can't find what you're looking for, try the non-verified list of prefixes.) AAU California ADE Illinois. . MYO Ohio MYY
Maryland (Carefirst) MZJ Massachusetts NAS Oregon (Regence Group) [Thanks Veda!] Feb 18, 2011 . Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Illinois
(BCBSIL) is the new administrator for all Boeing employees nationwide, replacing Regence Blue Shield of Washington. Please remember. The new
ID cards for Boeing Company employees will contain one of the following four new alpha prefixes: BHP; BCU; BYR . BlueCard is a national
program that enables members of one Blue Plan to obtain health care service benefits while traveling or living in another Blue Plan's service area.
The program links participating health care providers with the independent Blue Plans across the country and in more than 200 countries and
territories . Western WA providers submit to Regence Blue Shield. • Prefix not listed ( BlueCard Host prefix) o. Western/Eastern WA and AK
providers submit to Premera. (Clark County providers submit to Regence). An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association.
020469 (03-2018). Prefix BCBS Plan. Prefix BCBS . Sep 1, 2017 . We are pleased to announce that we have chosen Prime Therapeutics. (Prime)
to be our pharmacy benefits manager (PBM) beginning. January 1, 2018. Prime will administer our pharmacy benefits, provide customer service
and manage an extensive retail network. Home delivery and specialty pharmacy . Feb 1, 2015 . BCBS Prefix List. A few things to note about this
list: There are hundreds of prefixes on this list that are no longer assigned to a plan but were in the past. I've left those on the site for now. They're
labeled “unassigned” where the plan name should be. If you think leaving them on the list adds clutter let me . Feb 3, 2015 . Prefix, Plan Name,
Provider Service Phone, Plan Type. XAA, BCBS of Alabama. XAB, BCBS of Alabama. XAC, BCBS of Alabama. XAD, BCBS of Alabama. XAE,
BCBS of Alabama. XAF, BCBS of Alabama. XAG, BCBS of Alabama. XAH, Unassigned Prefix. XAI, BCBS of Alabama. XAJ, BCBS of Alabama.
The main identifiers of BlueCard eligible members are a prefix and a suitcase logo. A correct member number includes prefix and all subsequent
characters, up to 17 positions total. Others may be fewer than 17 positions. The prefix on member ID cards is generally three characters and can
be alpha or numeric. Feb 3, 2015 . SBJ, Regence BCBS of Washington. SBK, Carefirst Administrators. SBL, Anthem. SBM, Wellmark BCBS.
SBN, Carefirst Administrators. SBO, BCBS of Florida. SBP, BCBS of Illinois. SBQ, BCBS of Illinois. SBR, Highmark BCBS. SBS, BCBS of
Georgia. SBU, Unassigned Prefix. SBV, Anthem Blue Cross of . Introduction. Please note that most of these Brand Names are registered Trade
Marks, Company Names or otherwise controlled and their inclusion in this index is. https://www.premera.com/documents/020469.pdf BCNEPA
Plan and Alpha Prefix Guide Below you will find a list of the 2015 BCNEPA plans with the corresponding Highmark. A Google ingyenes
szolgáltatása azonnal lefordítja a szavakat, kifejezéseket és weboldalakat a magyar és 100 további nyelv kombinációjában. Stockingtease, The
Hunsyellow Pages, Kmart, Msn, Microsoft, Noaa, Diet, Realtor, Motherless.com, Lobby.com, Hot, TEENscorner.com, Pof, Kelly Jeep. Regence
alpha prefix reference list Regence alpha prefix reference list . https://www.premera.com/documents/020469.pdf BCNEPA Plan and. BlueCard®
Resources. Tools and information Plan prefix list. Unsure where to submit your claims?. Reference manuals BlueCard Program Provider Manual.
Alpha Prefix Importance; Most members with coverage through a Blue Cross Blue Shield Plan are assigned a three letter alpha prefix as a part of
their unique. Identifying BlueCard members. implemented system changes to limit the prefix to a three-character alpha-only prefix, the claim to
your local Regence plan. Regence alpha prefix reference list Western WA providers submit claims to Regence Blue Shield. Eastern WA and
Alaska providers submit to Premera. My payer directory blue cross prefix list. (Escalation Contact List & Alpha Prefix Reference List)...
Unassigned Prefix. ZHL, Regence Blue Cross Blue Shield of. Feb 3, 2015 . Prefix, Plan Name, Provider Service Phone, Plan Type. XAA, BCBS
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of Alabama. XAB, BCBS of Alabama. XAC, BCBS of Alabama. XAD, BCBS of Alabama. XAE, BCBS of Alabama. XAF, BCBS of Alabama. XAG,
BCBS of Alabama. XAH, Unassigned Prefix. XAI, BCBS of Alabama. XAJ, BCBS of Alabama. Sep 1, 2017 . We are pleased to announce that we
have chosen Prime Therapeutics. (Prime) to be our pharmacy benefits manager (PBM) beginning. January 1, 2018. Prime will administer our
pharmacy benefits, provide customer service and manage an extensive retail network. Home delivery and specialty pharmacy . The main
identifiers of BlueCard eligible members are a prefix and a suitcase logo. A correct member number includes prefix and all subsequent characters,
up to 17 positions total. Others may be fewer than 17 positions. The prefix on member ID cards is generally three characters and can be alpha or
numeric. Feb 18, 2011 . Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Illinois (BCBSIL) is the new administrator for all Boeing employees nationwide, replacing
Regence Blue Shield of Washington. Please remember. The new ID cards for Boeing Company employees will contain one of the following four
new alpha prefixes: BHP; BCU; BYR . BlueCard is a national program that enables members of one Blue Plan to obtain health care service
benefits while traveling or living in another Blue Plan's service area. The program links participating health care providers with the independent Blue
Plans across the country and in more than 200 countries and territories . Feb 1, 2015 . BCBS Prefix List. A few things to note about this list:
There are hundreds of prefixes on this list that are no longer assigned to a plan but were in the past. I've left those on the site for now. They're
labeled “unassigned” where the plan name should be. If you think leaving them on the list adds clutter let me . Blue Cross Prefix List – Verified.
Below are the BC/BS/Anthem prefixes we've verified by calling the 800 number. (If you can't find what you're looking for, try the non-verified list of
prefixes.) AAU California ADE Illinois. . MYO Ohio MYY Maryland (Carefirst) MZJ Massachusetts NAS Oregon (Regence Group) [Thanks Veda!]
Western WA providers submit to Regence Blue Shield. • Prefix not listed ( BlueCard Host prefix) o. Western/Eastern WA and AK providers submit
to Premera. (Clark County providers submit to Regence). An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association. 020469 (03-2018).
Prefix BCBS Plan. Prefix BCBS . Feb 3, 2015 . SBJ, Regence BCBS of Washington. SBK, Carefirst Administrators. SBL, Anthem. SBM,
Wellmark BCBS. SBN, Carefirst Administrators. SBO, BCBS of Florida. SBP, BCBS of Illinois. SBQ, BCBS of Illinois. SBR, Highmark BCBS.
SBS, BCBS of Georgia. SBU, Unassigned Prefix. SBV, Anthem Blue Cross of . Introduction. Please note that most of these Brand Names are
registered Trade Marks, Company Names or otherwise controlled and their inclusion in this index is. Stockingtease, The Hunsyellow Pages, Kmart,
Msn, Microsoft, Noaa, Diet, Realtor, Motherless.com, Lobby.com, Hot, TEENscorner.com, Pof, Kelly Jeep.
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